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Just then, Ch'in T'ung and Wang Ching came back with
Dr Chao. Old Master Ho asked who he was. "This is a doctor
who was recommended to me by one of my clerks/' Hsi-men
Ch'ing said. "Don't mention the fact that you have examined
her. When he has seen her you can consult with him/'
Dr Chao came in and made a reverence to them all. The
two old men, Ho<and Ch'iao, sat in the places of honour, anc
made room on their left for Dr Chao. Ying Po-chueh sat on
the right and Hsi-mSn Ch'ing in the host's place. Dr Chac
asked the names.
"This is Ho, and I am Ch'iao," said Ch'iao.
"My name is Ying," said Ying Pb-chueh. "I presume yoi
are Doctor*Chao."
"I am," said Chao, "and my second name is Lung-kang.
My grandfather was an official in the Imperial College of
Medicine; my father was a doctor of high standing, so that
I have the experience of three generations behind me. Every
day I work very hard upon the theories of Wang Shu-ho,
Tung Yuan, and Wu T'ing-tzii, I read the poem upon the
Nature of Medicine, °the Su Wen of Huang-ti, the Nan
Ching, and, of living masters, the Secret Art of Tan Hsi, the
cure of heart troubles also by Tan Hsi, Chieh Ku's Secret of
Pulse Examination, the Thirteen Prescriptions, and so forth.
I have read nearly everything that is written about medicine,
so that, when I have to prescribe, I have a very harmonious
system at my disposal. My fingers are able to discern the most
profound workings of the pulse. I can diagnose the conflict
between Yin and Yang according to the seasons. I determine
the sinking or the floating of the pulse according to internal
and external relations* And, in cases of fever or chill, I leave
no detail unconsidered. There is nothing about the pulse I do
not know, but, really, I cannot attempt to explain how much I
do know."
Old Master Ho listened attentively. "May I ask what is the
first thing to be done in the consideration of a patient's case?"
he said.
"According to the ancient masters," Dr Chao said, "when
one deals with any patient, one should look at him, listen to
him, question him, and examine him. Then a miraculous cure
is certain. I always begin by asking my patient questions* then

